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Harry Joe is Professor of Statistics at the University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada. He
received an Honors BSc in Mathematics from the University of Victoria in 1978, an MSc in Statis-
tics from the University of British Columbia (UBC) in 1979, and a PhD in Statistics from Florida
State University in 1982. He joined UBC as an Assistant Professor in 1982 and was promoted to
the ranks of Associate and Full Professor in 1987 and 1993, respectively. He is renowned interna-
tionally for his pioneering work in dependence modeling, notably through three books. He has
also made signicant contributions in many other areas, including statistical computing, infer-
ence, and time series analysis. He has had successful collaborations in environmetrics, medical
genetics and psychometrics. He was the 1995 winner of the Canadian Journal of Statistics Best
Paper Award and the 2016 recipient of the Gold Medal for Research from the Statistical Society of
Canada. He was John von Neumann Gastprofessur at Technische Universität München in May–
June 2011. He has also served the research community in various editorial capacities.
The eighth interview of the Dependence Modeling series features a conversation with Harry Joe. Harry’s re-
search is very broad. He hasmade key contributions to dependencemodeling, time series analysis, composite
likelihood techniques, and their applications in various contexts. He has also collaborated with researchers
inmany other elds, including psychometricians on limited information goodness-of-t procedures for high-
dimensional ordinal responsemodels, and geneticists withwhomhe developed and used statistical methods
for the study of neurobromatosis, a genetic disorder that causes tumors to form on nerve tissue. In the fol-
lowing, our questions to Harry are bold-faced.
1 Background
Harry, could you please tell us a bit about your background and youth?
I was born and raised in Victoria, which is the capital of British Columbia, on the West Coast of Canada.
It is a relatively small but densely populated town with a high quality of life. Its Chinatown is the second old-
est in North America after San Francisco. All this mattered to my parents, who immigrated from Guangzhou,
China. We were two children at home. My brother and I both ended up having careers in science, I as a statis-
tician and he as a computer scientist.
As far as I can remember, I was always good at mathematics. It was the easiest subject for me in high
school, partly because it required the least memorization. I had already gured out by senior high school
(grades 11 and 12 in Canada) that mathematics could be done from basic concepts and logical reasoning
without needing to rely so much on memory. But in my high school days, I don’t remember anyone telling
me about career opportunities for those good at mathematics. I think my science teachers just suggested
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to continue in the sciences at the university level. For me this meant mathematics, physics or chemistry as
I didn’t take biology in my nal two years of high school. I did not have a childhood dream job and before my
rst university statistics course, I don’t think I knew that there was such a thing as a professional statistician.
Youdidyourundergraduate studiesat theUniversityofVictoria from1974 to 1978.Who introduced
you to statistics there, and how did you decide to specialize in this area?
My undergraduate degree was in Honors Mathematics with a Statistics emphasis. In second year, I took
an introductory probability and statistics course from Roger Davidson, and I was exposed to some statisti-
cal methods in the lab component of an inorganic chemistry course. My other undergraduate instructors in
statistics were Robert Odeh, Keith Hastings, and Bruce Johnson. I also took a course from DuaneMeeter, who
was visiting from Florida State University.
As an undergraduate, I viewed courses in statistics, operations research, numerical analysis and pro-
gramming as being more applicable mathematics. Statistics emerged as a feasible option based on my un-
dergraduate courses but I could have gone in other directions if my interest in the eld had waned. One of
my summer jobs was Fortran programming (with punched cards in those days). It was an excellent education
and within my graduate cohort, I was ahead of others in preparation.
Then, youwent on todoaMaster’s at theUniversity of BritishColumbia (UBC) andaPhDat Florida
State University. Who inuenced you during your graduate studies?
I don’t think anyone had a major inuence on me but many had minor inuences. John Petkau super-
vised my Master’s thesis. Overall, I think that he and Jim Zidek had a substantial inuence on me during my
MSc program, and later as colleagues when I returned as a faculty member to UBC in 1982.
During my year in the MSc program, in 1978–79, I met Ingram Olkin, who was visiting from Stanford
University and collaborating with Albert Marshall to complete their book on majorization and inequalities
[20]. I was already exposed a little to majorization by Roger Davidson in a summer project.
Later at Florida State University, in Tallahassee, Mark Brown taught a course from theMarshall andOlkin
book, and other researchers at that institution were using majorization and inequalities in their research.
Frank Proschan was my PhD advisor. From him, via his well-known book with Barlow [2], I learned about
reliability theory and concepts of bivariate andmultivariate dependence; it is the latter that I then used inmy
research in dependence modeling. I completed my degree in 1982 (Figure 1).
Figure 1: PhD regalia in 1982 after convocation in Tallahassee, Florida.
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2 Academic career
After completing your PhD in 1982, you were hired as an Assistant Professor at UBC. You have spent
your entire career there. Were you ever tempted to move?
I was approached on occasion, but I did not consider alternatives to be appealing enough, even though
the resources and environment at UBC are not completely satisfactory. After my PhD degree in the United
States, for example, I did not consider that country as a place where I ever wanted to live. Canada is the main
Western country that some of my relatives have immigrated to. I got used to the mild year-round climate in
Vancouver, making it harder to consider living in places with more extreme temperatures. For dependence
modeling applications in insurance and nance, however, Vancouver has disadvantages because the head-
quarters of Canadian banks and insurance companies are back East.
Nonetheless, you made extended research visits abroad over the years, including at Technische
Universität München (TUM) as a John von Neumann Gastprofessur.
I visited various universities during my sabbatical leaves, most notably University College London, the
University of Pittsburgh, and TUM. One of mymost important sabbatical trips was from January to April 1994
in Pittsburgh, visiting Henry Block and Allan Sampson. I had the opportunity to teach a topics course inmul-
tivariate non-normalmodels, andwhile doing this, I had a very productive research period. Enoughnew ideas
were developed in constructions of multivariatemodels and copulas that I was able to publish several papers
from 1994 to 1997, followed bymy rst book [14]. Previous existing research onmultivariate non-normal mod-
els was mainly devoted to the bivariate case and at that time, I considered it to be a dicult step to go from
bivariate models to trivariate and higher-dimensional models.
Much later, in May–June 2011, through the eorts of Claudia Czado, I was invited by TUM as a John von
Neumann Visiting Professor and taught a course entitled Copula Foundations and Applications (Figure 2).
I used this opportunity to get startedonmy2014book [15]. Itwas also the chance to initiate collaborationswith
Claudia Czado, Anastasios Panagiotelis, Jakob Stöber, Eike Brechmann, and to contribute to the R package
VineCopula.
In terms of teaching, what has been expected of you at UBC over the years?
At UBC, we are expected to teach a variety of undergraduate and graduate statistics courses to dierent
audiences. Rarely do we teach a course on our current research. Only recently have we changed to a system
Figure 2: Group photograph at a conference on vines held in Munich in May 2011 while Harry (next to Claudia Czado in the front
row) was a John von Neumann Gastprofessur. The conference was organized by Claudia and her colleagues.
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wherewe can teachanundergraduate course for several years in a row todevelopandmodernize the contents.
With any course, though, it is possible to motivate and inuence some of the top students.
At the undergraduate level, courses that I have taught most frequently in the past 10 years are Applied
Regression Analysis and Design and Analysis of Experiments. In these and other undergraduate courses at the
third- and fourth-year level, I require team project work. The idea is that students might be more motivated
to study if they can see how the theory can be applied to something that they are specically interested in.
The range of ability and mastery of prerequisite courses is very wide by fourth year, which makes teaching a
challenge. I usually have optional harder theoretical questions for bonusmarks to challenge the top students
and assess their capability for graduate studies.
At the graduate level, I have taught courses such as Time Series, Multivariate Statistical Analysis and
Generalized Linear Models. I did teach a graduate course on copulas prior to the publishing of my recent
book. Currently, I just make the web site available if a student wants a broad introduction to the construction
and applications of copula models.
What do you see as the most important qualities of a university instructor?
A wide knowledge of their area of expertise, well beyond textbook knowledge. For statistics, it is impor-
tant to show realistic examples asmotivation of the theory. That’s the ideal I try to pursue. Some students like
my style of teaching but in course evaluations, I can sometimes receive criticism because a typical class has
students with a wide range of abilities and interests, and it is not possible to please everyone. For example,
some students nd thatmy exams are too hard; this commentmainly comes from those who try to get by with
memorization without understanding.
You have supervised many graduate students and postdoctoral fellows over the years. What is
your approach to graduate supervision?
For research at the graduate level, Imight provide a small research project that the student can get started
with by reading relevant literature. My hope is then that the student can see how to develop an entire thesis.
Alternatively and ideally, the student has an idea of a direction of research and it overlapswithmy interests. A
few of my past PhD students have (or will have) successful academic research careers; they include Taizhong
Hu, Lei Hua and Pavel Krupskii. These three were especially helpful as I was writing my two research mono-
graphs. Other former PhD students have done well in collaborative research and working in non-academia.
Youhavealsohadyour shareof administrativeduties. Inparticular, youwereHeadofUBC’s Statis-
tics Department for a while. What was it like?
I was Head for three years from 1994 to 1997, and later Acting Head for four months in 2005. I did what
I had to, but it was often frustrating. I found the UBC administration to be too bureaucratic in its procedures,
and this continues to this day. Paul Gustafson was hired at the beginning of my Headship and has a very
successful career. In 2005, with the Canada Research Chair (CRC) program and other openings, I was involved
much more in interviewing and hiring negotiations. Jiahua Chen, previously at the University of Waterloo, is
the only CRC still at UBC from such appointments in 2005.
3 Research in dependence modeling and vine copulas
What were your initial interests in research?
I was quite broad in consideration of research directions, and mainly I was interested in developing sta-
tistical theory and methods motivated by applications. After a few years, I found that it was challenging to
study possible multivariate extensions of bivariate concepts.
In the summer of 1983, I was working with constrained majorization applied to an algorithm for comput-
ing the p-value for Fisher’s exact test for two-way tables; the research appeared in LinearAlgebra and its Appli-
cations [11]. This was my start into objects with given margins. This led to research on constrained majoriza-
tion and dependence, and then multivariate distributions with given margins, multivariate non-Gaussian
distributions, copulas, etc. For this reason, I read various papers by Maurice Fréchet and Giorgio Dall’Aglio,
e.g., [6, 8], much earlier than papers on copulas per se.
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What was your main motivation for research in dependence modeling?
Because of other on-going research in the UBC Department of Statistics, part of my early motivation for
investigating multivariate non-Gaussian distributions included multivariate/clustered/longitudinal models
for discrete and binary responses. Also, for multivariate extremes, I was interested in nding a parametric
family like the Gaussian with d(d − 1)/2 dependence parameters representing bivariate dependence for d
variables. These considerations led me into tail dependence for copulas. Applications in both of these areas
also led to the “IFM method”, a term coined by my PhD student James Jianmeng Xu in [26].
What did you see as some challenges for research in dependencemodeling in the 1990s, andwhat
are your views in hindsight?
For copulas, going from bivariate to trivariate and higher dimensions was dicult. In the early 1990s, the
book references were Mardia [19] for bivariate models and Johnson and Kotz [18] for multivariate extensions;
neither of these books explicitly dened the notion of copula, but they did have families of distributions with
arbitrary univariatemargins. AmonographbyHutchinson andLai [10] appeared laterwhich also had families
of bivariate copulas.
I had recognized the D-vine (which I then called “sequential mixture of conditional distributions”) as an
approach to get exible dependence in d dimensions with the multivariate Gaussian law as a special case
when the parametrization is converted to d − 1 correlations and (d − 1)(d − 2)/2 partial correlations. But in
the 1990s, I was maybe too concerned with construction methods that are closed under margins, and I didn’t
have the computing capacity to go through the permutations of variables for the vine.
Nowadays for high dimensions, truncated vinesmake a lot of sense as a parsimonious dependence struc-
ture that can have a few layers on conditional dependence; the 1-truncated vine or Markov tree is generally
too parsimonious.
With latent variables introduced into truncated vines to get factor copulas, there can be closure under
margins. Similar to classical multivariate Gaussian factor structures based on a few latent variables, I would
consider factor copulas as a good nonlinear dependence model to use, with or without conditional depen-
dence given latent variables, when there are many variables with dependence that can be explained through
some common sources.
Your 1997 research monograph Multivariate Models and Dependence Concepts [14] is a classic in
dependencemodeling. You also authoredDependenceModeling with Copulas [15], published in 2014.
Tell us a bit about these two books.
In the 1990s, I thought one of the most glaring gaps in the literature was in models for multivariate sta-
tistical analysis without the classical Gaussian assumption. My 1997 research monograph has several (over-
lapping) techniques for constructing multivariate models, of which copulas are one tool. There are other
constructions based on latent variables, random eects, mixtures, stochastic operators, thinning operators,
and conditional specications. These other construction methods are in more common use than copulas for
multivariate and time series models with discrete response.
The 2014monograph, as suggested by the title, is only on copulas. It expands dependence concepts from
Chapters 2 and 3 of my 1997 monograph, and expands copula constructions and parametric copula families
from Chapters 4 and 5 of the same book. There has been much research on copulas in between; space and
time constraints did not allow me to cover all topics. I emphasized the topics that I use for applications that
I was involved with, and this includes a diagnostic approach for deciding on copula models and assessing
their t.
Both books have data examples and case studies to showcase how copulas can be used for continuous
and discrete responses. The 2014 book has a companion software (a self-contained R package that doesn’t de-
pend on upgrades to other packages) at the book’s web site to showhow the dicult numerical computations
are done for data analyses, simulations, and copula properties. Thiswas partlymotivated by the software that
is companion to the QRM book by McNeil, Frey and Embrechts [23]. This allows interested readers to check
all computations, just like they can check the derivations and proofs.
Unlike the current trend, I made a conscious decision not to include any software code in my 2014 book.
It has a chapter withmany algorithmswritten in pseudo-code so that a reader could implement themwithout
having to follow all of the details. Code can become dated and can be improved, but algorithms canwithstand
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changes in the popularity of software. I have no intention of having a second edition of this book. If I write
another book, it would be to cover some new developments since 2014.
Beyond your books, you published extensively in statistics and other elds. Looking at your CV,
it seems that early on, you published mostly alone. Any reason why?
My early research consistedmostly of single-authored papers because the expectation for tenure and pro-
motion at UBCwas to develop independent directions of research. Also the Department of Statistics attracted
few research students until the early 1990s. Once it did, I could engage more often in joint research leading
to co-authored papers when supervising graduate students and having collaborative research grants, which
for me were in environmetrics, mathematical psychology and medical genetics.
How did you develop collaborations in other elds?
From around 1985 to 1991, our department had a cooperative research grant in environmetrics; Jim Zidek
and JohnPetkauwere the principal investigators. This led Richard Smith and IshayWeissman to visit over one
summerwhenwewere doing research on a bivariate threshold approach for extremeswhich led to paper [17].
Later, I, Christian, and others held a collaborative research grant inmathematical psychology with TonyMar-
ley from McGill University as principal investigator. In that context, I attended a conference on random util-
ity in psychology and economics, where I met Alberto Maydeu-Olivares with whom I ended up developing
research for inference for models in psychometrics based on low-dimensional margins; see [16, 21, 22].
As formy collaboration inmedical genetics, it was on Type 1 and Type 2 neurobromatosis. This initiative
started after a colleague from UBC’s Department of Medical Genetics, Jan Friedman (MD, PhD) and one of his
PhD students attended a seminar that I gave on the topic of multivariate discrete response models. Over the
years, we wrote many papers together, starting with [25].
In 1995, you received an award for the best paper published in The Canadian Journal of Statistics
in 1994. What was it about?
This is my paper entitled “Multivariate extreme-value distributions with applications to environmental
data” [12]. It has results on extreme-value attractors from dierent constructions of multivariate copulas with
upper tail dependence. Included is the limiting extreme-value copula fromaD-vine copula in a couple of cases
where the bivariate copulas at level 1 have upper tail dependence. These were applied up to dimension 5 and
required numerical integration for the multivariate extreme value copula density. The application involved
environmental data consisting of maximum ozone concentrations at several monitoring stations in the San
Francisco Bay area and in the Greater Vancouver Regional District.
In 2016, you received the prestigious Gold Medal for Research from the Statistical Society of
Canada. It celebrates your many achievements; which are you most proud of?
Overall, I would say that I am proud of being amajor contributor to a “new” area of research, and writing
a book on the topic before it becamepopular. I consider vines as one ofmymajor contributions in dependence
modeling. To me, copulas per se are a bit narrow as a research area, as the concept of a copula is just one of
many useful ideas for the construction of multivariate non-Gaussian models.
My research has been mostly “multivariate” since around 1984. But there are only two periods where
I have been very active in copula research: in the 1990s up to the publication of my 1997 monograph, and
from 2007 onwards with the publication of my 2014 book. During the years 2006–2008 with workshops at
Technische Universiteit Delft (Figure 3) and exposure to vines from Roger Cooke, Dorota Kurowicka, Kjer-
sti Aas, Claudia Czado and their students, I saw the potential for more truly multivariate methodology for
copula construction and applications. Haijun Li (while on sabbatical) and Aristidis Nikoloulopoulos (a post-
doctoral fellow that Christian and I shared) visitedme in the rst half of 2008 andwe hadweekly meetings to
discuss research in vines and copulas. Then I had two PhD students, Lei Hua and Pavel Krupskii, who made
major conceptual contributions included in my 2014 book.
In the years 1997–2006, I had other PhD students and collaborators working on a variety of topics in de-
pendence modeling. This included time series models for count data, inference for item response models in
psychometrics based on low-dimensional margins, multivariate models with inference via composite likeli-
hood, inference for familial data (as part of mymedical genetics collaboration), and distributions for random
correlation matrices based on partial correlations (the partial correlation vine is involved).
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Figure 3: Photo of the PhD defense committee of Anca Hanea (a student of Roger Cooke and Dorota Kurowicka) at TU Delft on
December 15, 2008. From left to right: Léon Rothkrantz, Claudia Czado, Christian Genest, and Harry Joe.
Roger Cooke has written his side of the story about the origin of vines in an interview for this
journal [7]. What is yours?
Roger Cooke andTimBedford [3, 4] developed themain ideas of the vine as a graphical object. I developed
in [13] the idea ofwhat is nowcalled the “vine copula” or “pair-copula construction”with a sequentialmixture
of conditional distributions based on bivariate copulas. I only had the case of the linear vine (now called D-
vine) for which no proofs are needed in terms of graphical objects. On this particular vine, I had assigned
bivariate copulas representing bivariate dependence to the rst level and then bivariate copulas representing
bivariate conditional dependence to the subsequent levels. With the many dierent ways of constructing the
vine layers of trees, it is obvious that one can assign bivariate copulas to the edges of the trees at dierent
levels with interpretation of conditional dependence for trees beyond level 1. This makes use of the Fréchet
class of two (k−1)-dimensionalmarginal distributionswith k−2 variables in common, suchas FS∪{a}, FS∪{b},
where S is an index set of size k − 2 with k ≥ 3 and a, b ∈ ̸ S; see Section 4.5 of [14].
Roger Cooke said that it took ve years for his paper [4] with TomBedford to appear in The Annals
of Statistics. Is it worth waiting that long to publish in a top-tier journal?
Personally, I nd that with students as collaborators, it is better to aim for journals with a quicker
turnaround time. And there are many top-tier venues with faster response times. When thinking where to
submit a new paper, I mainly consider journals with articles on topics related to mine. Nowadays, statis-
tics journals tend to favor dierent types of research, even if the journal name is not linked to a subarea of
statistics. In the past two decades, the Journal of Multivariate Analysis has emerged as the leading journal for
theoretical contributions to dependence modeling, and it has featured three Special Issues on dependence
modeling with copulas; I served as Guest Editor for one of them (vol. 138, 2015).
As a pioneer in dependence modeling, what do you regard as the important aspects that deserve
research, and what do you think could be the next big thing after vine copulas?
High-dimensional problems are one major challenge. One possible approach for the very high-
dimensional case, which I mention in Section 3.11 of my 2014 book [15], is to develop models for smaller
groups of homogeneous variables and then have a second step of modeling the between-group dependence.
A good starting point is Dominik Müller’s PhD thesis [24], supervised by Claudia Czado.
Also variations of factor copulas can be useful for high-dimensional applications if (some of) the depen-
dence can be explained with latent variables. My approach for factor copulas has been to introduce latent
variables into the vine, and I think much more can be done in this direction.
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Do you have any concerns on current directions in copula applications?
One concern is that some papers just use a few one-parameter copula families with or without vines. But
my experience is that these simple one-parametric families do not t data well when the sample size exceeds
500 to 1000 and dependence is moderate to strong. Data analysts do need to be aware of 2- and 3-parameter
families that can be used when dependence is stronger and there can be various forms of tail asymmetry that
can be seen, e.g., on plots after univariate transforms to N(0, 1). An analogy is that we know that we need
to go beyond 1- and 2-parameter families for tting univariate models when the sample size exceeds a few
hundreds in order to accommodate skewness and tail properties.
4 A motley crew of reflections
You are now in your sixties but still going strong, and there is nomandatory retirement age in Canada.
You still have lots of research projects in mind, don’t you?
Yes, I think I can do much more. I have les of research problems that I haven’t had time to develop
further, and some are too theoretical for the types of students in our graduate program. Also, I would like to
see if copulas can have more signicant applications in dierent areas.
Is there something in your career that you regret or wish you could now change?
No. Some things I could not do, of course, such as more travel and conferences because I have diculty
adjusting to time zone dierences.
These days, it seems that more and more students are attracted by machine learning and “data
science” as opposed to statistics. How do you feel about this?
When my students have an interest in machine learning or data science, I feel compelled to encourage
them because this will be where there are jobs in the future for people with a statistics and computing back-
ground. This being said, traditional statistical approaches to data analysis and inference are still relevant as
they might lead to more interpretable models.
What would be your advice to young researchers who would like to emulate you in multitasking
and keeping a high level of productivity?
Figure 4:Mountain hike at Mount Seymour, North Vancouver, in June 2012. From left to right: Chao Xiong, Pavel Krupskii, Harry
Joe, and Eike Brechmann; photo taken by UBC Statistics Professor Matías Salibián-Barrera.
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Figure 5: Photo taken at Montmorency Falls, near Québec, during the conference Dependence Modeling: Statistical Theory and
Applications in Finance and Insurance organized by Christian Genest and Michel Gendron in May 2004; see [9]. From left to
right: Roger Nelsen, Barry Arnold, Carles Cuadras, and Harry Joe. Barry Arnold, former Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of Multi-
variate Analysis, has published a Springer book [1] in 1999 with Castillo and Sarabia entitled Conditional Specications of Sta-
tistical Models. Carles Cuadras and his colleagues organized the conference Distributions with Given Marginals and Statistical
Modelling in Barcelona in 2000; see [5].
I would say don’t be too narrow in what you study in graduate school. For someone planning a research
career, anything that is learned might be useful later as research broadens into dierent theoretical topics
and application areas. Be curious, ask questions, and stay t!
Do you have a favorite hobby or activity?
I am quite fond of racket sports; I have played tennis and table tennis regularly sincemy graduate student
days, and then later tookup squash. I consider these asnon-serious activities as I don’twant to think toomuch
in my leisure time activities. As a graduate student, I practiced these sports with several of my professors
such as Ralph Bradley and Pi-Erh Lin. As a professor, I have continued to be involved in these sports with
colleagues and many students over the years. It has been a good way to build friendships and have fun. On
occasion I also enjoy walks and hikes with students and colleagues (Figures 4–5).
Acknowledgments and credits. Thank you for granting us this interview, Harry, and for being such an in-
spiring leader. We wish you continuing success in your research and a long, healthy life ahead. Unless ex-
plicitly mentioned, all photographs are courtesy of Harry Joe or Christian Genest.
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